Introduction
In a recent paper [3] , we studied the stationary G/G/s queue by means of a new factorization method more general than a Wiener-Hopf type of decomposition. In Section 3, we show how this method may be readily extended to the case of non-identical servers for delayed customers. In Section 4, we then show how the effect of the busy period can be combined with that of the partial occupancies to evaluate the probability of delay. The calculations are made in both Sections 3 and 4 with the aim of deriving a simple numerical calculation method offered by three simple properties. We apply the results successively to the stationary GI/G/s queue and the M/G/s queue.
In Section Except for the service time distribution, different for each server, the notations and assumptions will be the same as in Le Gall [3] . We consider a queue handled by a multiserver of s non-identical servers.
a) The Arrival Process: We assume a metrically transitive, strictly stationary process of successive non-negative interarrival times. Let N(t)denote the random number of arrivals in the interval (0,t]. We write dN(t)= 1 or 0 depending on whether or not there is an arrival in the elementary interval (t, t + dr). We exclude the possibility of simultaneous arrivals. We can then write
E{dN(to). dN(t o + t)} E[dN(to) p(t). dr,
where p(t) is the arrival rate at time t + t o if an arbitrary arrival occurred at time t o.
We let ezt.p(t).dt-Cl(Z)-
O,x(Z), Pt(z) < O, (2) where Gs(q)is given by expressions (10) and (11).
Note the following facts.
1)
Factorization (14) is still valid when we substitute
Ol(Zj; j) for Ol(Zj)
2)
in expressions (11) and (14), where l(zj;j) has been defined in subsection 
The traffic intensity handled by server j is, due to expressions (21) and (22),
This traffic intensity is the same in each server. We may conclude that the following property holds.
Property 1 (Behavior of server j for the non-symmetrical G/G/s queue in a stationary regime): Server j behaves as a G/G/1 server, as if an arbitrary arrival is chosen with probability (1/kj) of being handled by server j. It follows that the traffic intensity y has the same value in each server during a busy period, in the steady state.
The symmetrical G/D/s queue has to be excluded because of a deterministic mechanism for the choice of arrivals. But, when the service times are nonidentical, the above property is correct. 
where P is the probability of delay. need to define the probability of delay P.
To use expression (35) we, now, 4. The Probability of Delay During the busy period (= the congestion state), server's behavior has been defined in a way quite independent of partial occupancy states. For these states, it follows that a busy period appears exactly as a unique congestion state in the lost call model, with n successive service times handled as if there were a unique arrival, with n being the mean value of the busy period size, i.e., of the number of customers served during this busy period. This fact could not be observed with the classical Markovian methods, and it has not been noted in Pollaczek's equation of [6] .
With the lost call model in a stationary mode, let Pi Po" h(i) denote the probability that i servers are busy upon the arrival of an arbitrary customer. The probability of loss is Pa P s with 1 =l+l+'"+h(s-l) (53) where t is the conditional queueing delay percentile t(p).
In Table 1 The service time distribution of any server j is" -blt 2 2 F 1(t)-0. 
where P is given by expression (49). Tables 3 and 4 consider the cases n-5 and 10. Taking the accuracy of simulations and of calculations of (58) into account, the results given by traffic simulations and by calculations are in good agreement.
